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Wash the windshield with car shampoo and then rinse it with 
plenty of water.

Wipe it off using a clean cloth.

Preparation2

Washing1

Blow off the remaining water using a blower so that the surface 
dries quickly.

Put masking tape on all weather stripping surrounding the 
windshield if necessary. Because it may become clouded when 
it comes in contact with Glass Resurfacing Polish.

Now we are removing oily residue on the glass surface using 
the included Glass Resurfacing Polish for a stronger bond of 
the Clareed to the surface.

Put the Glass Resurfacing Polish on the included blue sponge.

Polish the glass surface with an up and down motion, then with a 
side to side motion until the surface becomes clear and smooth.

Wipe it off using a slightly damp clean cloth, then wipe using 
a dry clean cloth.

-Liquid A 50ml ×1
-Liquid B 50ml ×1
-Glass Resurfacing Polish 100ml ×1
-Accelerator 17ml ×3
-Dropper ×2
-Blending bottle ×1
-Black/white applicator sponge ×1
-Yellow/black polishing sponge ×1
-Micro suede cloth ×1
-Dropper bottle for accelerator ×1

Cleaning3
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Pour Liquid A into a blending bottle up to the scale mark #1.

Pour Liquid B up to the scale mark #2 as well.
Do not touch the top edge of the bottle with the dropper.
Because maybe there is Liquid A remaining on the top edge of 
the bottle.
If the dropper contacts with Liquid A and it is put back into 
Liquid B bottle, it will react.

Shake the bottle well.

Apply a small amount of the blended Clareed on the included 
black sponge uniformly.

Apply it to the windshield with an up and down motion and side 
to side motion.
Do not leave empty spaces.

Let the applied Clareed dry for about 10 minutes, then wipe 
with a clean cloth until the excess is removed using the same 
up and down motion and side to side motion gently and 
completely.

Take the masking tape off, and then you are done.

Cut the micro suede cloth into 8 pieces and fold in half. Use 
dropper bottle to instill the Accelerator on the cloth. Immedi-
ately apply the Accelerator to the glass surface thinly and evenly.

Apply the solution on 1/6ｰ1/4 each part of the glass surface 
and wipe it like spreading with other cloth before it gets dried. 
Wash the cloth before reuse.
Leave 10ｰ20 minutes before applying the main liquid.

Blending4

Application of Accelerator5

Application of Clareed coating agent6

Wipe to complete7

※Photo of applicator sponge for reference

Sponge for Glass
Resurfacing Polish

Cloth for Accelerator Sponge for 
Blended Clareed


